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Characteristics of the horizontal component of Rayleigh waves in multimode analysis of surface waves

Tatsunori Ikeda¹, Toshifumi Matsuoka², Takeshi Tsuji³, and Toru Nakayama⁴

ABSTRACT

In surface-wave analysis, S-wave velocity estimations can be improved by the use of higher modes of the surface waves. The vertical component of P-SV waves is commonly used to estimate multimode Rayleigh waves, although Rayleigh waves are also included in horizontal components of P-SV waves. To demonstrate the advantages of using the horizontal components of multimode Rayleigh waves, we investigated the characteristics of the horizontal and vertical components of Rayleigh waves. We conducted numerical modeling and field data analyses rather than a theoretical study for both components of Rayleigh waves. As a result of a simulation study, we found that the estimated higher modes have larger relative amplitudes in the vertical and horizontal components as the source depth increases. In particular, higher-order modes were observed in the horizontal component data for an explosive source located at a greater depth. Similar phenomena were observed in the field data acquired by using a dynamite source at 15-m depth. Sensitivity analyses of dispersion curves to S-wave velocity changes revealed that dispersion curves additionally estimated from the horizontal components can potentially improve S-wave velocity estimations. These results revealed that when the explosive source was buried at a greater depth, the horizontal components can complement Rayleigh waves estimated from the vertical components. Therefore, the combined use of the horizontal component data with the vertical component data would contribute to improving S-wave velocity estimations, especially in the case of buried explosive source signal.

INTRODUCTION

The surface-wave method is a widely applied nondestructive method for estimating subsurface S-wave velocity structures, for example, for mapping bedrock (Miller et al., 1999), assessment of soil liquefaction potential (Lin et al., 2004), pavement structures (Ryden and Lowe, 2004), glaciers (Tsuji et al., 2012), and understanding fault geometry (Ikeda et al., 2013). Socco et al. (2010) provide a comprehensive review of the surface-wave analysis technique. In onshore seismic reflection surveys, surface waves are usually considered to be noise and are therefore eliminated. However, once surface waves can be obtained and properly analyzed, they can be used to estimate near-surface structures for static corrections (Strobbia et al., 2010; R. Askari, personal communication, 2013) and filtered from raw data (Strobbia et al., 2011).

Surface waves have different propagation velocities at different frequencies. The propagation mode with the slowest phase velocity is the fundamental mode, and all other propagation modes are referred to as higher modes. Most surface-wave analyses use the fundamental mode, but it is well known that higher modes gain in importance if a stiff layer either overlies a soft layer or is embedded between soft layers (e.g., Gucunski and Woods, 1992; Tokimatsu et al., 1992). The sensitivities of higher modes of surface waves differ from the fundamental mode sensitivity; when the wavelength is the same, higher modes are more sensitive to S-wave velocities in deeper layers compared with the fundamental mode (Xia et al., 2003). The sensitivities of higher modes cover a wider frequency band than the fundamental mode sensitivity (Luo et al., 2007). Therefore, multimode analysis of surface waves can potentially...
improve the resolution of S-wave velocity estimations and allow the investigation depth to be increased.

Most previous studies have obtained Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves only from the vertical component of P-SV waves. Very few studies have investigated the horizontal component of Rayleigh waves, which are included in the horizontal (radial) component of P-SV waves. Dal Moro and Ferigo (2011) show, however, that the multimode components of Rayleigh waves estimated from the horizontal component data have a different energy distribution compared with those estimated from the vertical component data. Therefore, they point out that jointly analyzing both components has a high potential for providing robust spectra interpretation. Because Rayleigh waves have common theoretical phase velocities for the vertical and horizontal components (e.g., Dal Moro and Ferigo, 2011), the different mode energy can be explained by the different amplitude between horizontal and vertical particle motions of Rayleigh waves. Booga et al. (2013) also demonstrate that the use of the horizontal component of Rayleigh waves is effective in preventing mode misidentification. These results indicate that the horizontal component of Rayleigh waves plays an important role in multimode analysis of surface waves.

In this paper, we investigate the characteristics of multimode Rayleigh waves in the vertical and horizontal components to clarify the advantages of using the horizontal component of Rayleigh waves. We conduct a numerical simulation study to reveal the effects of source types and source depths on multimode Rayleigh waves in layered models with and without a low-velocity layer. We then confirm the findings of this study by applying surface-wave analysis to 3C field data acquired in Alberta, Canada.

**NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS**

We first conduct a numerical simulation study to reveal the characteristics of multimode Rayleigh waves in multicomponent data. We use two kinds of layered models, model A and model B (Tables 1 and 2), in the simulation study. Anelastic attenuation is considered by assigning quality factors for P-waves \((Q_P)\) and S-waves \((Q_S)\) to each layer. In model A, P- and S-wave velocities gradually increase with depth. It is well known that with the velocity increasing model (i.e., model A), the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves is dominant at most frequencies in the vertical component data generated by a vertical source at the surface. In contrast, when a low-velocity layer is embedded among the stiffer layers as in model B, multimode surface waves are dominant in seismic data acquired in a near-surface seismic survey (e.g., Gucunski and Woods, 1992; Tokimatsu et al., 1992). Here, we use the discrete wavenumber integral method (Bouchon and Aki, 1977) to calculate synthetic waveforms for the two models. In the simulations, 48 receivers set from 18 to 300 m from the source at a spacing of 6 m are assumed. The source function is an 8-Hz Ricker wavelet, and the time duration is 8 s.

To estimate Rayleigh-wave dispersion curves from the vertical and horizontal (radial) components of numerically synthesized waveforms, we perform a multichannel analysis of surface waves (MASW) (Park et al., 1999) using a phase shift method by Park et al. (1998). In the MASW method, seismic data in the time-offset \((t-x)\) domain are transformed into the frequency-offset \((f-x)\) domain by a Fourier transform. The dispersion image in the velocity-frequency \((c-f)\) domain is then obtained by taking absolute values of an integration of seismic data in the \(f-x\) domain over offset \(x\) with a phase shift. In this integration, seismic data in the \(f-x\) domain are normalized by their absolute values.

**Model A**

*Comparison of source types*

We investigate the effects of source types on multimode Rayleigh waves in model A by using a vertical force and an explosive source. The vertical force simulates a sledge hammer, a vibrator, or an impactor usually used in a near-surface seismic survey. On the other hand, the explosive source simulates a dynamite source used in a large-scale seismic reflection survey.

Dispersion images are estimated by MASW from the vertical and horizontal components of synthetic data for the vertical force at 1 m below the surface (Figure 1). Amplitudes of the dispersion images are normalized by the maximum values by frequency. The theoretical dispersion curves shown in Figure 1 are computed by the compound matrix method (Saito, 1988; Saito and Kabasawa, 1993; Ikeda and Matsuoka, 1993). From the dispersion images, phase velocities with the absolute and relative energy maxima are picked. The relative maxima are defined as the maxima with energy more than 50% of the absolute maxima for the frequency. The maximum detectable wavelengths depend mainly on the distance between the minimum and maximum offsets (spread length) (e.g., Boiero and Socco, 2011). In this simulation study, we pick phase velocities with wavelengths up to twice as long as the spread length because they mostly agree with theoretical phase velocities.

The estimated dispersion curves (Figure 1) are mostly consistent with the theoretical dispersion curve of the fundamental mode. The energy of the dispersion curve estimated from the horizontal component is shifted to the first higher mode at \(\sim 2\) Hz. To explain the observed mode energy theoretically, we compute theoretical

---

**Table 1. Parameters of model A.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer no.</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>P-wave velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>S-wave velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>(Q_P)</th>
<th>(Q_S)</th>
<th>Density ((g/cm^3))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Parameters of model B.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer no.</th>
<th>Thickness (m)</th>
<th>P-wave velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>S-wave velocity (m/s)</th>
<th>(Q_P)</th>
<th>(Q_S)</th>
<th>Density ((g/cm^3))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rayleigh-wave ellipticities (amplitude ratio between horizontal and vertical particle motions) and the vertical and horizontal amplitude responses for a vertical force at the surface (Figure 2). The amplitude response of the fundamental mode is dominant in the vertical component (Figure 2b). In the horizontal component, however, the amplitude response of the first higher mode is dominant at $\sim 2$ Hz because the trough of the Rayleigh-wave ellipticity for the fundamental mode at $\sim 2$ Hz causes the amplitude of the fundamental mode in the horizontal component to be low (Figure 2a and 2c). This result is consistent with the mode transition in the dispersion curve at $\sim 2$ Hz in the horizontal component data (Figure 1b).

When the explosive source is buried at 1-m depth (Figure 3), the dispersion image for the vertical component data is similar to that for the vertical force. In the horizontal component, the energy of the first higher mode is dominant over a wider frequency range than the case of the vertical force, and the second higher mode is also dominant at $\sim 5$ Hz (Figure 3b). Picking relative maxima is helpful in recognizing additional higher modes (Socco and Strobbia, 2004) in the horizontal component data.

Comparison of source depths

Explosive sources (e.g., dynamite) are usually buried under the ground so that the explosive energy is effectively transferred to the geologic formation. The buried sources might improve the resolution at depth (Duputel et al., 2010). In our simulations, we therefore deploy explosive sources at depths of 8 and 15 m to evaluate the effect of source depth. In the vertical component data for the explosive source at 8 and 15 m depth (Figures 4a and 5a), the body waves have larger relative amplitudes at the greater source depth. Therefore, we mute the body waves in the vertical component data (red lines in Figures 4a and 5a) before applying MASW. When the explosive source is located at 8-m depth (Figure 4), several higher mode signals can be clearly identified in the horizontal component data at high frequencies. In contrast, the fundamental mode is mostly dominant in the vertical component data, although several modes can be estimated by picking relative maxima. Higher-mode
signals are dominant in the horizontal and vertical components for the explosive source at 15-m depth (Figure 5). However, the modes and their frequency ranges imaged in the dispersion image from the horizontal component data (Figure 5b) differ from those imaged from the vertical component data (Figure 5a). As a result, the picked phase velocities for each mode cover different frequency ranges depending on the components (vertical or horizontal).

These results demonstrate that clearer mode information can be extracted when the horizontal component data are used along with the vertical component data. Note that, although muting body waves improves the extraction of surface-wave dispersion curves at higher frequencies, it generates artificial phase velocities at low frequencies (<2 Hz; Figures 4a and 5a) (Ivanov et al., 2005). However, they can be removed by comparing dispersion images with or without muting. Therefore, we neglect them in the following analysis. We also note that several observed phase velocities exceed the maximum S-wave velocity of the simulated model (1500 m/s); these might be explained by guided P-waves (Boiero et al., 2013).

Model B

Comparison of source types

A smooth mode transition can be observed in the estimated dispersion curves of both components when the vertical force is located at 1-m depth for model B (Figure 6). These features are typical when a low-velocity layer is embedded among the layers (e.g., Gucański and Woods, 1992; Tokimatsu et al., 1992; Tsuji et al., 2012). However, transit frequencies of the dominant modes in the horizontal component data differ slightly from those in the vertical component data. We also compute the theoretical Rayleigh-wave ellipticities and the vertical and horizontal amplitude responses for a vertical force at the surface for model B (Figure 7). The mode transition of the vertical component data is consistent with that of the vertical amplitude response (Figure 7b). At ~2 Hz, the horizontal amplitude response of the fundamental mode suddenly decreases and the first higher mode becomes dominant because of the trough in the Rayleigh-wave ellipticity of the fund-
damental mode at \( \sim 2 \text{ Hz} \) (Figure 7a and 7d). Therefore, the fundamental mode vanishes at \( \sim 2 \text{ Hz} \) in the horizontal component data (Figure 6b). The relative maxima at \( \sim 5 \text{ Hz} \) (yellow crosses in Figure 6b) correspond to the horizontal amplitude response of the second higher mode (Figure 7c). The mode transition among the fundamental mode, first higher mode, and third higher mode at \( \sim 7.5 \text{ Hz} \) (Figure 6b) also agrees with the horizontal amplitude response (Figure 7e).

When the explosive is set at 1-m depth (Figure 8), the absolute maxima show similar mode transitions to those with the vertical force. By picking relative maxima in the horizontal component, however, a large number of modes can be identified.

**Comparison of source depths**

When the explosive source is located at 8-m depth (Figure 9), the absolute maxima for the vertical component data are similar to that estimated for the explosive source at 1-m depth (Figure 8a).

However, the picked relative maxima provide additional mode information. In contrast, the dominant modes in the horizontal component data are shifted to higher-order modes with higher phase velocities (Figure 9b). When the explosive source is located at a 15-m depth (Figure 10), we mute the strong body waves in the vertical component data (red line in Figure 10a). The modes extracted from the vertical component data are shifted to higher-order modes, but it is apparent that in the horizontal component data, the higher-order modes with higher phase velocities have larger relative amplitudes, compared with the vertical component data. Thus, additional mode information can also be extracted from the horizontal component data for model B.

**Sensitivity analysis**

The numerical simulation study demonstrates that several multimode phase velocities can be extracted when the explosive source is buried. To assess the importance of multimode Rayleigh waves

---

**Figure 5.** The 30-Hz low-pass-filtered synthesized waveforms and dispersion images for (a) vertical and (b) horizontal component data when the explosive source is located at 15-m depth in model A. The body waves of the vertical component data are muted (red line). The red circles and yellow crosses are phase velocities with absolute maxima and relative maxima for each frequency, respectively. The cyan lines are theoretical dispersion curves.

**Figure 6.** The 30-Hz low-pass-filtered synthesized waveforms and dispersion images for (a) vertical and (b) horizontal component data when the vertical force is located at 1-m depth in model B. The red circles and yellow crosses are phase velocities with absolute maxima and relative maxima for each frequency, respectively. The cyan lines are theoretical dispersion curves.
extracted from the vertical and horizontal component data for the explosive source at a 15-m depth (Figures 5 and 10), we investigate the sensitivity of multimode dispersion curves to S-wave velocity changes. We compare observed phase velocities with theoretical dispersion curves obtained by changing the S-wave velocities within a range of ±10% in each layer. In the results of sensitivity analyses (Figures 11 and 12), black lines denote theoretical dispersion curves for each model. Theoretical dispersion curves with the S-wave velocity changes for each layer are described in colored lines corresponding to the S-wave velocity changes. Purple and red marks are phase velocities with absolute and relative maxima estimated from the vertical and horizontal component data, respectively.

Compared with the fundamental mode, higher modes show a greater sensitivity to the S-wave velocity changes in the same layers with the increase of frequencies. In model A (Figure 11), the dispersion curves of the first and seventh higher modes extracted from the horizontal component data show sensitivity to S-wave velocity changes in the third layer (red marks in Figure 11c). In contrast, the dispersion curves estimated from the vertical component data show a small sensitivity to velocity changes in the third layer (purple marks in Figure 11c). In model B (Figure 12), phase velocities extracted from the vertical component data are mostly sensitive to S-wave velocity changes in the first and second layers (purple marks in Figure 12). However, higher modes extracted from

Figure 7. (a) Theoretical Rayleigh-wave ellipticities and (b) vertical and (c) horizontal amplitude responses up to the third higher mode for model B. (d and e) Enlarged view of the horizontal amplitude responses.

Figure 8. The 30-Hz low-pass-filtered synthesized waveforms and dispersion images for (a) vertical and (b) horizontal component data when the explosive source is located at 1-m depth in model B. The red circles and yellow crosses are phase velocities with absolute maxima and relative maxima for each frequency, respectively. The cyan lines are theoretical dispersion curves.
the horizontal component data show some amount of sensitivity to velocity changes in the third layer as in the case of the first and second layers (red marks in Figure 12).

FIELD EXAMPLE

We apply a surface-wave analysis to field data and compare the characteristics of the multicomponent Rayleigh waves with those from the simulation study.

Data acquisition

The field data were originally acquired for monitoring variation of P-wave velocity associated with steam-assisted gravity drainage in Alberta, Canada, by Japan Canada Oil Sands Limited in 2002 and 2006 (Kato et al., 2008; Nakayama et al., 2008). We apply a surface-wave analysis to a shot gather of the field data acquired in 2006 (Figure 13). The receivers were 3C digital sensors incorporating microelectromechanical systems technology (Sercel DSU3).

DSU3 offers a broadband linear phase and amplitude response (Mougenot, 2006), which covers the response at low frequencies used in this analysis. The sampling interval was 1 ms, and the record length was 3 s. The dynamite source (0.125 kg) was positioned at a 15-m depth. This source configuration is similar to that for models A and B with an explosive source at a 15-m depth (Figures 5 and 10) in the simulation study. Although the maximum offset between the source and receivers was originally 815 m, we use only the receivers within 300 m from the source as in Figure 13 because of the 3-s record length. In this field example, the choice of the minimum offset (originally 5.3 m) is not sensitive in estimating phase velocities up to wavelengths close to the spread length. Therefore, we pick wavelengths up to the spread length by using all seismic traces within 300 m from the source.

Dispersion-curve estimations

This oil field can be assumed as a horizontally layered structure (Takahashi, 2010), and therefore, we estimate one dispersion image

Figure 9. The 30-Hz low-pass-filtered synthesized waveforms and dispersion images for (a) vertical and (b) horizontal component data when the explosive source is located at an 8-m depth in model B. The red circles and yellow crosses are phase velocities with absolute maxima and relative maxima for each frequency, respectively. The cyan lines are theoretical dispersion curves.

Figure 10. The 30-Hz low-pass-filtered synthesized waveforms and dispersion images for (a) vertical and (b) horizontal component data when the explosive source is located at a 15-m depth in model B. Body waves of the vertical component data are muted (red line). The red circles and yellow crosses are phase velocities with absolute maxima and relative maxima for each frequency, respectively. The cyan lines are theoretical dispersion curves.
from each component of the seismic data acquired by the two-dimensionally distributed receivers (Figures 13 and 14). The P-SV waves in radial components and SH-waves in transverse components are calculated from the two horizontal components of north–south and east–west directions by considering the geometries between the source and receivers. The observed shot gathers and dispersion images estimated by MASW for the vertical and horizontal components of the P-SV waves are shown in Figure 14. Love waves are not observed in the dispersion image of the horizontal component of the SH waves (not shown) because SH waves are not induced by an explosive source (Aki and Richards, 1980).

Continuous phase velocities related to several modes of Rayleigh waves can be observed in each component (e.g., A-F in Figure 14). When continuous phase velocities are picked from both component data (Figure 15), we see that higher-order modes can be observed in the horizontal component data at the same frequencies. The mode of the dispersion curve in the frequency range from 4 to 8 Hz in the vertical component data should be identical to the mode in the frequency range from 2 to 6 Hz in the horizontal component data (D in Figure 15) because they are overlapped in the frequency range from 4 to 6 Hz. The different energy distribution for different components would be explained by the different amplitude between the horizontal and vertical particle motions of Rayleigh waves as demonstrated in Figures 2 and 7. Thus, additional mode information can be obtained by using the horizontal component data of the P-SV waves. These characteristics of the vertical and horizontal component data of multimode Rayleigh waves agree with the numerical simulation study performed with the same source configuration (i.e., an explosive source at 15-m depth; Figures 5 and 10).

**DISCUSSION**

The results of the simulation study and field example indicate that the analysis of the horizontal component of the Rayleigh waves allows us to use additional higher-order mode information when the explosive source is buried. Although the use of a buried explosive source and 3C receivers is not common in near-surface seismic surveys, it is possible to extract multimode Rayleigh waves from multicomponent data originally acquired for large-scale seismic reflection surveys (Strobbia et al., 2010; R. Askari, personal communication, 2013; Boiero et al., 2013).
As demonstrated in the simulation study, the different mode energy distributions of Rayleigh waves can be observed in dispersion images depending on source types and source depths. Dispersion images also depend on the minimum offset and spread length even if velocity models are the same (Ivanov et al., 2008; Ivanov et al., 2011). On the other hand, different models can have identical dispersion images within a given frequency range (Ivanov et al., 2013). Dispersion images from the horizontal component data can complement those from the vertical component data and, therefore, help resolve dispersion imaging deficiencies.

The results of this study also demonstrate that the additional use of multimode Rayleigh waves extracted from the horizontal components has the potential for improving S-wave velocity estimations. Many authors have demonstrated that the use of multimode surface waves in inversions can improve S-wave velocity estimations (e.g., Xia et al., 2003; Luo et al., 2007). However, we need to carefully perform inversion analysis, in particular, when several higher-order modes are used in inversion. We might fail to identify the correct mode number even if the horizontal component data are used (e.g., the third and fourth modes in Figure 11 and C and F in Figure 15). To prevent such mode misidentification, we should use novel inversion techniques without mode identification (e.g., Forbriger, 2003; O’Neill et al., 2003; Ryden and Park, 2006; Maraschini et al., 2010; Socco et al., 2011; Boiero et al., 2013). Multimode Rayleigh waves extracted from the vertical and horizontal components can thus be used to improve S-wave velocity estimations by using appropriate multimode inversion techniques.

CONCLUSIONS

To examine the utility of the horizontal components of Rayleigh waves, we investigate the characteristics of the horizontal and vertical components of multimode Rayleigh waves. We conduct numerical modeling and field data analyses rather than a theoretical study for both components of Rayleigh waves.

The numerical simulation study demonstrates that when the source is located near the surface, absolute maxima of dispersion images in the horizontal component data have a trend similar to those from the vertical component data except at low frequencies.
Picking relative maxima is useful to obtain additional multimode phase velocities from the horizontal component data. On the other hand, higher-order modes are dominant, especially in the horizontal component data, when the source depth of an explosive source is increased. Sensitivity analyses of S-wave velocity changes reveal that multimode Rayleigh waves extracted from the horizontal component data compensate the sensitivity of the vertical component data. Therefore, the use of horizontal component data with the vertical component data has the potential for improving S-wave velocity estimation. The higher-order modes are also observed from the horizontal components of the field data acquired by 3C receivers with a buried dynamite source.

Simulations and field studies demonstrate that additional mode information of Rayleigh waves can be extracted from the horizontal component data, in particular, acquired by an explosive source at a greater depth. The dispersion images from the horizontal component data can be effectively used to complement those from the vertical component data. As a result, the additional use of the horizontal components of Rayleigh waves would contribute to improving S-wave velocity structure estimations.

Data acquisition using an explosive source and 3C receivers is not common in surface seismic surveys. However, there are many existing data sets from large-scale seismic reflection surveys that were acquired in this way. Therefore, our results also contribute to constructing accurate near-surface S-wave velocity models for static corrections in analyses of seismic reflection data.
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